Candy for a Cause™

Zip Code Agreement
This agreement is made on ____________________ (date) between Sheridan Systems, located at 247 Cayuga Road, Buffalo, NY
14225,
and
_______________________________________________(Customer)
located
at
____________________________________________________________________________________(address).
Sheridan Systems is a supplier of charity displays, snack boxes, and related products. The Customer would like to have control for
the

422PR

Pink

Ribbon

Candy

for

a

Cause™

Displays

in

these

zip

codes:

1. __________, 2. __________, 3. __________, 4. __________, 5. __________, 6. __________, 7. __________ 8. __________,
9. __________, 10. __________, 11. __________, 12. __________, 13. ___________, 14. __________, 15. __________,
16. __________, 17. __________, 18. __________19. __________, 20. __________, 21. __________, 22. __________,
23. __________, 24. __________, 25. __________. Additional zip codes may go on an attachment.

Benefits to Your Company
1. Sheridan Systems will no longer sell item number 422PR to another company or person whose office or
shipping address is located in your zip codes as long as you are an active customer of Sheridan Systems.
2. Sheridan Systems sells displays worldwide. You are not limited to placing your displays within your zip codes.
Likewise, other customers outside your zip codes are not limited as to where they place displays. However,
the more zip codes you control, the more likely you will have less competition.
3. Sheridan Systems receives requests for snack box locations. Any requests from your zip codes will be
directed to your email _____________________________________ and your telephone ______________.

Terms and Conditions
The parties mutually agree to the following terms and conditions
I.
II.

III.
IV.
V.
VI.

This agreement is valid as long as the Customer qualifies as an active customer of Sheridan Systems. The Customer is
considered active if the zip code fees are paid current.
The zip code fee is $1.00 per zip code per month with a minimum of five zip codes. This will be automatically charged
monthly to Customer’s Master Card
or Visa
(please circle one) credit card
number
_________________________________________________________ with expiration date of __________________.
The zip code fee will increase 2% every January (that’s only 2 cents each zip code)
Each Pink Ribbon Charity Display Customer must purchase a zip code agreement. This will help keep your territory.
Customer or Sheridan Systems may discontinue this agreement with a 30 day email or written notice.
Sheridan Systems will be held harmless by customer for any claims or liabilities arising from any act or omission of
Customer.

Customer (Printed Name)

Customer (Signature)

Date Signed

